NMDHA Present’s New Webinar Series
Join us for our 1st CE Webinar:
“Challenges of Getting Back to the Op”

Work as we know it is gone. While we all adapt to the challenges that come in our profession, current world status has completely changed the way we provide care!

Whether this is your first pandemic or you’ve practiced through HIV/AIDS discovery or 2002-2004 SARS outbreak, it is hard and stressful to be where we are in the OP right now, but you are not alone!

Join us on Zoom August 27th
7pm-8pm (1CEU)

$10 for members; $15 for nonmembers

Let’s come together to share tips and tricks for surviving in new PPE, share your frustrations and tribulations during unprecedented times, and bring questions or ideas so that we can all improve life in the OP!

Head to NMDHA.Org for Registration!